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THE VACUUM STRIPPING OF 
CARBON D ISULFID E FROM ARO MAT IC 

ABSORPTION OIL 

The existence of sulphur compounds in gaseous fuels 

in small quantities presents a problem to the gas indus- 

try because of the nocessity of removing these compounds 

to some extent before a gas can be used as fuel. The 

maximum sulphur content of such gases is controllea by 

the Public Utilities Commissions in the communities in 

which the gas is manufactured and distributed. In 

Portland, Oregon the maximum sulphur content allowable 

is set at 30 grains per 100 standard cubic feet of gas. 

SULPHUR COMPOUNDS IN GAS 

The sulphur compounds present in gas are placed in 

two classes, hydrogen sulfide and organic sulphur com- 

pounds. Hydrogen sulfide is the most abundant compound 

present. Of the many organic sulphur compounds that may 

be present the following are those most common: 

Carbon Disulfide CS2 

Mercaptans R-SH 

Thiophene C41143 

Carbon Oxysulfide COB 

Of these CS2 is the most abundant, commonly occurring in 

gases in quantities up to 100 p;rains per CCF. CS2 
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usually represents over 80% of the organic sulphur con- 

tent and the remaining 20% consists of all the others, 

thiophono usually being moat of that. 

RTOVAL OF SULPHUR COMPOUNDS FROM GAS 

In most casos H2S is substantially completely re- 

moved from the gas. The processes used for Its removal 

are well developed and no further mention will be made 

here concerning this compound. For a suimriary and short 

description of these processes the reader is referred to 

an article by Powell (5). 

The methods for removal of the organic sulphur corn- 

pounds from gas are not so well developed as for H2S. 

A publication of the British Institution of Gas Engi- 

neers (4) presents a stumnary of this sulphur removal 

problem. 

In most casos normal oil washing for the removal of 

light oils from manufactured gas removes about 55$ or 

the sulphur content which Is all that is necessary to 

keep the sulphur below the maximum allowable. However, 

for more complete removal an oil absorption process re- 

quiring a large amount of oil circulation is necessary, 

and this presents the problem of economically stripping 

such a lare;e amount of absorption oil. Other processes 

that have met with some success but aro not used on a 
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comierc1al scale are the activo carbon adsorption procese 

which removes 75% of' sulphur content arid a catalytic 

process described by Tupholme (9) whore sulphur compounds 

are oxidized and reduced leaving the sulphur as 302 and 

Today the organic sulphur In gas is no major problem 

with most companies as Its content in the purified gas 

can be of' such a quantity that its removal is not necee- 

sary, or at least its removal from gas by normal oil 

washing as mentioned above IS sufficient. As pointed 

out to the writer by Ì.r. S. C. Schwarz of Portland Cas 

and Coke Company, the trend in the gas industry seems 

toward less sulphur content; and, if at some timo In the 

future, it becomes necessary to remove sulphur to quan- 

tities below 10 grains per CCF, then sulphur removal will 

become a problem. 
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CAMK)N DISULFID ABSORPTION AND STRIPPDG 

Tho subject chosen for this thesis study resulted 

from a discussion by the writer with Mr. Schwarz, and it 
represents but one small part of the general problem of 

sulphur removal from gas. 

The most probable way for a gas company to remove 

sulphur compounds, if it became necessary, would be by 

oil absorption as such a system would probably already 

be in operation for light oil recovery. Therefore it 
was decided to study some phase of this type of operation 

only. Since CS2 is usually the only organic sulphur 

compound present to any extent worthy of consideration, 

the subject was simplified by limiting it to that corn- 

pound alono. 

The operation of gas scrubbing with absorption oil 
to remove the 052 is very common and straigitforward and 

no particular problem would exist here other than the 

circulation of about three times the absorption oil 
necessary for liht oil recovery. As a result the sub- 

ject was further limited to a study of the stripping of 

the rich absorption oil in order to remove the CS2 to 

preparo the oil for recirculation. Since the CS2 exists 

in the gas in such small quantities its recovery would 

be of no importance. 
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Even a study of the general subject of stripping 

would be too extensivo for consideration here and as a 

result this thesis discusses only one method; a system 

proposed by Mr. Schwarz (7) as a solution to this gener- 

al problem of sulphur removal should it ever be con- 

fronted by his company. 

PROPOSED OPERATION BY PORTLAND GAS AND COKE COMPANY 

A general discussion of the operation of the Port- 

land Gas and Coke Company is here included as many ideas 

used in this study came from there. 

Gas is made by oil cracking in regular gas genera- 

tors. The gas is water scrubbed to remove tars and is 

passed throuth purifiers filled with iron oxide where 

substantially all of the H2S is removed. It is then 

passed through scrubbing towers where a heavy aroniatic 

absorption oil called creosoto is circulated arid about 

ub of the bonzone and heavier aromatic compound content 

of the gas, amounting to 1% to 2, is removed. About 5% 

to 5O of the 50 grains per CCF of CS2 present in the 

(as is also removed. The rich absorption oil is steam 

stripped under vacuum to remove these light oils and CS2 

and then cooled for recirculation. The ligt oil frac- 

tian is further refined for separation of the aromatic 

compounds and the small amount of forerunnings of this 
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refining process containing the CS2 as well as some light 

hydrocarbon are fed Into a coke oven,along with the oil 

feed, where severe cracking takes place. Thus the sul- 

phur content of the gas manufacturing system is not re- 

moved but probably converted to H2S by the cracking proc- 

ess. 

The removal of CS2 from the gas to the extent of 

90% could be accomplished in the sanie system but it would 

require the circulation of about 24 gallons of oil per 

thousand cubic feet of gas instead of 8 as used at pros- 

ont. The stripping of such a large amount of oil would 

be rather expensive in such a singlo system as it would 

have to be stripped to th . e extent of removing the ben- 

zone. Benzone is comparativelî easy to absorb and hard 

to strip while 082 is the opposite, and each phase of the 

process would have to be operated on the basis of the 

compound most difficult to remove. 

Figure J. shows the absorption oil flow of the pros- 

ont system for bonzerie absorption and oil stripping and 

the system proposed by Schwarz for removal of CS2 as well 

as benzene. 

As shown in the diagram the proposed system would 

circulate the 8 gal/MCF oil used in the benzene absorber 

through the CS2 absorber as well as 17 ga1/iCF of oil 

from the CS2 stripper. The total oil from the CS2 



absorber would be split, b a1/CF going to the benzeno 

stripper and then back to the benzene absorber, and the 

rest, ri gal/MC?, passing through the 032 stripper. As 

a result of this the oil to the CS2 absorber would total 
24 gal/MC? and would be substantially saturated with 

benzene. The problem hero is to economically strip the 

large amount of oil in the 032 stripper for the removal 

of 032 only. The benzone is still removed in the normal 

way by steam stripping. 
In the system it is proposed by Schwarz to use a 

high vacuum and a sliht amount of indirect heat. He 

states that the bonzerie present in the oil would act as 

a carrier and aid in removing the 032. The removal of 

some of the bonzerie here would not matter as the products 

of both strippers would be combined for Lurther refining. 

DETAILS OF STRIPPING SYSTFM 

It was decided to compare this component method 

of continuous stripping described above with a two compo- 

rient system In which no bonzerie is present and the 032 

is removed from the absorption oil without the aid of a 
carrier. 

It; was necessary to determine what concentration of 

032 would exist in the rich absorption oil. The only 

conirnercial operation for this type of sulphur removal 
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described in detail was found in the Tritish Institution 

of Gas igineers publication (4) and much of the data 

used to dotermine this concentration were obtained from 

there. 

Assuming the CS2 content of the gas to be 100 

gr/CCF, in order to remove 95% of the CS2, a column of 

12 theoretical plates circulating 23.3 :a1 of oil por 

?CF would be necessary. The CS2 content of the rich oil 

would be 0.15 mol percent and would have to be stripped 

95% to 0.00Th mol percent CS2 before reciroulation. The 

calculations made to determine these fL.ures are shown 

in Appendix I. 

By using, indirect heat and no outside aíent such as 

steam for stripping as proposed the method becomes one 

of fractional distillation in which rofluxing is neces- 

sary. Following the operation at Gasco again, since the 

overhead product from this still would he combined with 

the other light oil product from a benzene trippor and 

then further refined, it would be permissible to allow 

some of the absorption oil itself to distill over with 

the CS. Also since the difference in volatility be- 

tween the CS2 and the absorption oil is so groat, by 

operating the stripping section of the distillation 

column only, that is, bringing the feed into tho column 

on the top plate, the vapors distilled off in equilibrium 
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with the feed liquid would be comparatively rich in CS2 

content and snail In volume. 

Instead of using creosoto for the absorption oil 

for this study it was decided to use the commercially 

pure Gaseo product "Xylol," which is essentially xylene, 

08H10. This compound would be much cleaner to handle 

and calculations could be simplified by considering it 

a s ingle puro compound. 

The study of this system becomes rather interesting 

because of its oddity - feed and reflux both entering 

on the same plate from which the distillate vapors are 

removed. Only theoretical calculations and laboratory 

experimental verification can prove its ability to work 

satisfactorily. 
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THEORET ICAL CALCULÂT io: S 

For theoretical consideration of any absorption or 

distillation system the equilibrium constant, K, for the 

compound in question must be known. This constant ex- 

presses the ratio of concentration of a compound in the 

as or vapor phase of the system to its concentration in 

the liquid phase as follows: 

Y 

where Y is the moi fraction of the solute in the gas and 

X le the moi fraction of the solute in the liquid. If 

Raoult's Law applies thon this constant may be expressed 

as 

whore p is the. partial pressure of the solute in the gas 

and P is the total pressure of the system. In this case 

the equilibrium constant can be calculated directly from 

vapor pressure data, but otherwise lt must be determined 

experimentally. 

The vauee of K given by the British (4) for CS2 in 

oli check closely with the values obtained by Raoult's 

Law (seo Appendix iI). Therefore, all calculations made 

in this study use vapor pressure data and apply Raoult's 

Law. 
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Using the method described by Robin3on and 

Gilliland (f3, p. 137-150) for rectification of multi- 

component mixture3 the propoaed stripping problem waa 

calculated for both the two component and the three 
component syatems. The three component system was to 

contain 7% by weight bonzerie (9.3 moi ) as well as the 

032 content of 0.15%. Operating conditions were to be 

28" mercury vacuum total pressure, food entering as 

saturated liquid, vapors to leave in equilibrium with 

feed, and concentrations of CS2 in food and stripped 

product as previously mentioned. The figure of 28" Hg 

vacuum was chosen for this study as it represents a 

practical value used in commercial operation for vacuum 

stripping. 
After many trial calculations, the set of data as 

shown in Table 1 was chosen for comparison with expon- 
montaI study. 8howi in Appendix III are the calculations 
from which the data for Table i were obtained. 

A calculation was made using no reflux ratio and as 

expected showed that a colunn'ì of infinite theoretical 
plates would be necessary to accomplish the desired 

separation. Of all the reflux ratios tried, the value 

of 0.5 gave the best design as to size of stripping 
column. 
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TABLE i 

SUMMARY OF THFORFTICA.L CALCULATIONS 

2 Conponent 3 Component 
Sy8tem System 

Feed Composition - moi % 
cS_ 
C6 
C8E0 

0.15 
- 

0.15 
g.o 

99.85 90.55 

Vacuum - inches of mercury 28 28 

}ef1ux Ratio 0.5 0.5 

Bottoms Conuosition - moi 
CS9 0.0075 0.0075 
c6fl6 - 

C8H10 99.9925 92.9425 

Diti11at Comrosition - mol q 

052 
C6H(. 

3.O 
- 

2.17 
41.43 

c8Hilo 96.94 56.40 

}umber of Theoreticsi Plates 6 6 

Top Tempereture - 0F 131.5 110 

Bottom Tempereture 
O 

132,5 117 

Ratio - Feed/Distillate 21.4 15.2 

% Xyiene in feed lost in 
distillate 4.5 4.1 

heat Eequirement 
Btu/lOO mols feed 392,500 350,600 
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The data uoi for xylone in the ca1cu1ation were 

the average values for ortho-, mota-, and para-xylono, 

assuiiiin that the naterial used would he a mixture of 

these three forms and would act as one component rather 

than three separate ones of close physical properties. 

Appendix IV lists the data used for these calculations. 
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PEIMrTAL WORK 

Im order to make an experimental check on the 

theoretical calculations of the two systems described, 

a laboratory stripping still was constructed and oper- 

ated, Distillations of the two component system, xylene 

with 0.15 mol percent carbon disulfido were first made 

using various reflux ratios, followed by similar distil- 
latlons of the three component system, xylene with 0.15 

percent carbon disulfide and 9.3 moi percent benzene. 

ABSORPTION OIL 

The absorption oil used for this work was conuner- 

cially pure xylene, a product of the Portland Gas and 

Coke Company. Figure 2 shows the A.S.T.?. Listillation 
Curve of' this oil (labeled "Casco" xylene). Since the 

xyiono used was actually a mixturo of ortho-, mcta-, and 

para-xylono, the distillation curve did not flatten out 

but increased constantly over the ran;e of boiling points 

of the three forms, 138.4°C for the lowest and 142.7°C 

for the highest. The presence of some lighter compounds, 

probably a small amount of tolueno, and some heavier 

aromatic polymers are shown by the shape of the lower 

and upper ends of the curve. 

Also shown in Figure 2 is the curve resulting from 

the addition of benzene to the amount of r weight percent 
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(9.3 mol percent) which was the oil used for the three 

component distillation. 

COLUMN DESIGN 

Available for uee as a laboratory stripping still 

was a pyrex glass tube four feet long by 60 mm inside 

diameter and 3/8e by 3/8" porcelain rasohig ring packing 

material. 

From data given by Robinson and Gilliland (6, p. 219-. 

221) a laboratory column of this size and type of packing 

should have an H.E.T.P. (Height Equivalent to a Theoret- 

leal P3-ate) of between 4.3" and 6.8". For this column a 

figure of 6» H.E.T.P. was chosen. 

For a column of 6 theoretical plates as calculated 

this required 36" of packing, leaving 6" of the 4-foot 

column open at the bottom for the rebollar section and 

6" open at the top. 

For the operation of this column a vapor velocity 

of 1.5 ft/sec was chosen. From calculations based on 

data in Sherwood (8, p. 138-144) and the fiuros obtained 

in the preliminary calculations, the liquid velocity was 

well below the flooding velocity of' this type of column. 

Pressure drop through the column calculated as less than 

0.1" Hg. 

For good liquid distribution the tower diameter to 
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packing size ratio should be greater than 8 (8, p. 136). 

The ratio actually existing was 6.3 as nothing smaller 

than 3/8" packing was available at the timo of the con- 

struction of this colunin. 

COLU?N CONSTRUCT ION 

The column itself was constructed as follows: 

The ends of the tube wore sealed with rubber stop- 

pers. In order to protect the rubber from direct contact 

with the oil, the stoppers wore faced on the insides each 

with a layer of cork. 

The bottom outlet tubing extended up into the tube 

about 4f1 above the stopper. 

the bottom stopper on brass 

for the packing and it held 

the stopper, leaving the lo' 

section. 

The raschi rings wero 

A wire screen supported from 

legs was used as the support 

the packing about 6" above 

1er part open as the reboiler 

dumped loosely into the 

column to a packing height of 35" and an inch of 1/4" 

glass beads as laid on top to give bettor liquid distri- 

bution. 

Five openings wore supplied in the top stopper as 

follows: Liquid feed inlet, vapor outlet, vaouuni gauge, 

thermometer, and reflux inlet. The liquid inlet tubing 

extended into the tube close to the top of the packing. 
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Sodium silicate solution was useì as a cement to give a 

tight seal to the stoppers. 

The colui was then supported in an exactly vertical 

position and insulated with 1" thick maiesia pipe cover- 

ing. Figure 3 shows the arrangement of the colwnn and 

its outlets (the reflux inlet not shown) and photographs, 

Figure 5 and Figuro 6, show the insulated column in placo. 

PRELflUNARY APPAFATTIS CONSTRUCT ION 

The apparatus as shown in the diagram, Fiure 3, was 

the original arrangement used to attempt a laboratory 

distillation as a check on the calculations. 

A 500 ml graduated dispensing burette, 1, was used 

as the feed storage. A laboratory condenser, 2, was used 

to preheat the feed by using hot water as heat source. 

The stopcock, 3, in the feed line was for control of the 

feed rate to the column, 6. 

A standard bourdon tube dial vacuum gauge, b, gradu- 

ated from O to 30 inches of mercury vacuum was connected 

to the top of the column as well as a thermometer, 4, to 

record the temperature in the top of the column. A 50 

ml burette not shown in the diagram was connected to the 

top of the column for feeding reflux. This burette was 

not shown as it was never actually used in the experi- 

ment. 
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The vapor line from the still paaod through a cold 

water condenser, 12, and Into a 250 ml graduated dispens- 

Ing burette, 13, usod a the distillate receiver. This 

receiver was also connected to the vacuum pump. 

The bottoms line wa8 connected by means of a 3-way 

stopcock, 9, to the bottoms receiving flask, 10, and the 

bottoms sampling flask, li. These flasks were also con- 

nected to the vacuum pump. 

The heat to the reboiler section of the still wa 

furnished by a beaker, r/ to be filled with water and 

heated by means of a bunsen burner, 8. 

A centrifugal vacuum pump, 14, used to maintain the 

system under the desired vacuum was driven by a 1/15 H.P. 

motor, 15. 

All tubing used was of standard 10 nmi diameter 

pyrex ji1ass with tygon plastic tubing joints. For seal- 

ing the tubing into the equipment rubber stoppers wore 

used with inside layers of cork where the oil would come 

in contact with the stoppers. 
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OPERATION OF PRELIMINARY EQUIPMENT 

As was expected, the original arranr;cmont as de- 

scribed did not operate satisfactorily and as a result 

it has been tilted "preliminary." But in the attempt to 

operate this system its peculiarities were studied and 

as a result a final op;rable system was reconstructed. 

The proposed operation was as follows: 

Carbon disulfido was to be added to the xyiene ab- 

sorption oil to the amount of 0.15 mol percent and the 

mixture placed in the feed burette. A feed rate of be- 

tween 100 cc/mm and 150 cc/mm (this rate would give a 

vapor velocity near the maxirtiwn of 1.5 ft/see) was to be 

set by the feed control valve and as it was fed into the 

still iridor 28" Hg vacuum it could be heated in the feed 

preheater to the saturation temperature. 

By siphoning action the bottoms would leave the 

still and enter either of the bottoms flasks. These 

flasks were connected directly to the vacuum pump n 

order to maintain the whole system under the same vacuum 

as the still Itself and thus not hinder the siphoning 

action. The bottoms could be siphoned into the large 

collecting flask and at any tizne during the operation a 

sample of the bottoms could be collscted in the sampling 

flask. 
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ry maintaining the beaker currounding the reboilor 

section of the still full of boiling water enough heat 

could he transferr into the still to keep the liquid 

boiling and thus maintain the necessary heat for distil- 

lat ion. 

Ey circulating cold water through the overhead con- 

denser the distillate could be collected in the receiver 

and Its rate of flow determined. 

It was proposed to furnish reflux liquid to the 

colurn. from a burette at a desired rate to maintain a 

determined reflux ratio between total overhead product 

and reflu.xed liquid to the colurì. A mixture was to be 

made up corresponding to the theoretically calculated 

mixture of CS2 and xylene in the distillate and all of 

the overhead thon collected as distillate. 

With the very first attempt at operation it was 

found that the pump would not hold a constant vacuum. 

As the operation proceeded the vacuum would continuo to 

drop off due to the absorption in the pump oil of vapors 

high in CS2 content that were not condensed. The vacuum 

pump operated aL;ainst the vapor pressure of this oil and 

as vapors wore absorbed the vapor pressure of the oil 

would rise and thus lower the vacuum possible to obtain. 

In an attempt to correct this situation ice water 

was circulated through the condenser, and the distillate 
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and the bottoms receivin; arid sampling flasks wore 

placed in ice baths. This improved but did not entirely 
correct the situation. 

Below are listed the operating difficulties on- 

countered which made necessary a revision of the syst;em: 

1. Inconvenience of the system using all the ice 

baths and ice circulation as mentioned. 

2, No constant vacuum even with the ice baths and 

circulation. 
3. Too hih liquid level maintaIned in roboiler 

section of still. 
4. Insufficient siphoning action of the bottoms 

product out of the column. 

5. Formation of conden,s at e in the lower U-bend of 

the suction line. 
6. Insufficient capacity of the distillate reedy- 

er. 
7. Inconvenient arrangement of the bottoms flasks 

for disconnecting equipment and removing liquid 
after a run. 

8. Insufficient heating; capacity of the feed pre- 

he a t er. 
9. InabIlity to maintain constant flow from the 

reflux burette. 



The cause of item 3 was due to the he 1;ht of the 

bend in the bottoms tubing that wa necessary in order to 

allow the reboiler section of the still to be subìnerr:ed 

in the water bath (see Figure 3). Actual boiling of 

liquid took place up in the packed section of the colunni. 

The restriction to the flow of liquid by the 3-way stop- 

cock hindered the siphonin action mentioned in item 4, 

Other items are soif explanatory. 

It was found that additional thermometers were 

needed to determine the actual feed temperature of the 

liquid before enterinL; the still and the temperature of 

the liquid in the reboilor section of the still. 

REVIS ION OF APPARATUS 

As a result of the difficulties that made the pre- 

liminary system impossible to operate satisfactorily, the 

apparatus was revised as shoi in the diagram, Figure 4. 

Between the feed preheater, 2, and the feed control 

valve, 4, an electrical heating element, 3, was wound 

around the tubing in order to furnish more heat and thus 

obtain a hiher feed temperature than it was possible to 

reach with hot water alone. On the vacuum side of the 

feed control valve was installed a thermometer, 5, to 

indicate feed temperature before entering the coluirwi. 

The revision in the roboiler section of' the stili 
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consistod of replacing the water bath with ari electrical 
hot plate, 9, and a reflector, 11, thus supplying heat by 

radiation. This made it possible to install the thermom- 

eter, 10, to indicate bottoms temperature and allowed a 

lower liquid level to be maintained in the still by niaking 

it possible to decrease the height of the bond in the 

bottoms outlet line. 
The replacement of the 3-way stopcock by two singlo 

stopcocks, 12, to each of the bottoms collecting flasks, 

13 and 14, and a rearrangement of the connecting tubing 

eliminated the hindrance to the siphoning action and made 

handling of this equipment more convenient. 

In order to eliminato the uso of ice water baths and 

ice water circulation in the condenser and to maintain a 

constant vacuum, the vacuum pump and motor drive were re- 

placed by a regular laboratory cold water aspirator, 20. 

Other additions to the system necessary wore an aux- 

iliary condensate receiver, 17, to give greater capacity, 

a trap flask, 18, in the lower vacuum line to keep con- 

densate from plugging the line and flowing into the sam- 

pling flask, 14, and a water trap, 19, in the line to the 

aspirator. Not shown in the diagram was a connection in 

order to hold the reflux liquid in the reflux burette 

under vacuum so that flow from the burette could be main- 

tamed by liquid head only. 
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TABLE 3 

NOMENCLATURE OF EQUIPEWT NU1BED 
IN FIGUBE 4 

Nuwi NAME OF EQUIPMiNT 

-I 
J. I 

Feed Burette 

2. Feed Preheetor 

a 
Aux111ary Feed Preheating Col]. 

4 Ferd }ate Control Velve 

5. Feed Teniporeture Thernoneter 

6. Top Temperature Thermometer 

7. Vacuum Grnige 

8. Striping Column 

9. Bottoms Febol1er Heat Supply 

10. Bottoms Temperature Thermometer 

11. Fedltion Shield for Heater 

12. Control Valves for Bottoms FlakR 

i:. Bottoms Receiving Flask 

14. Bottoms Samplln Flk 

15e Overhead Condenser 

16. DistIllate Beceiver 

r. Auxlllry Distülate Beceiver 

Suction Line Condensate Trap 

1g. Aspirator Water Trap 

20. Water Aspirator 



The photo:;raph, Figures 5 and show the final 
arrangement of the apparatus as described. The equip- 

ment is numbered on the photographs as in the diagram, 

Figure 4. 

FINAL OPERATING PROCEDURE 

It was decided to use a method of refluxing other 

than attempting to add a small amount of liquid to the 

colurrnì through the reflux burette at a constant and ac- 

curate rate. Since the feec was being introduced into 

the top plate of the column it was possible to accomplish 

the cooling effect of refluxing by introducing the liquid 

feea at a temperature below saturation instead of by the 

normal method of returning part of the distillate to the 

top of the column. It was believed that. closer control 

of the feed temperature could be maintained than a reflux 

rate as originally proposed. Since the liquid feed tern- 

perature had to be controlled in either case, this method 

would also eliminato an athiitional variable. The method 

of converting the cooling effect of the liquid into a 

ref lux ratio is given in the next section. 

The operation of the equipment as revised coula be 

maintained for a sufficient period of time with all con- 

ditioris remaining constant for the system to reach 

equilibrium. A typical run would proceed as follows: 



FIGURE 5 
PHOTOGP4PH OF FINAL ARFNGEMENT 

OF STFIPPING APPA1ATUS 



FIGtE 6 
PHOTOGRAPH OF TOP SECTION 

OF STRIPPING STILL 
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The system would roach a constant vacuum of near 28 

inches of mercury and the column would heat up until 

distillate would start coming over in about 15 minutos. 

The feed rate would be set at about loo to 125 cc/mm and 

the distillation continued for about 10 minutes until 

conditions remained constant. Then for another IO-rnjn 

ute period the following data would he taken at one-mm- 

ute intervals: 

Volume liquid fed 

Volume distillate collected 

Vacuum 

Temperature at top of still 

Temperature at bottom of still 

Feed temperature 

Near the end of the run a sample of the bottoms product 

would be collected. At the end of the run the total 

volume of bottoim would be measured in order to determine 

a material balance over the system for the entire run. 

The feed mixture and the bottoms product would then be 

analyzed for CS2 content. 

ANAL!T ICAL PRO CEDURE 

An analytical procedure for the determination of 

CS2 content of absorptionoil which was simple and rapid 

yet accurate to the degree desired was worked out after 



a study of various methods iven in the literature. 
Ty a method given by Altieri. (1, p. 355) separation 

of the CS2 from the oil was accomplished by its reaction 

with a l0 solution of I0H in ethyl alcohol. By addi- 

tion of water to the oil-alcohol mixturo the compound 

formed with the CS2 and the alcohol would separate out 

into the water layer. 

By the method used by the American Gas Institute 
(3) the water layer mixture was neutralized with acetic 

acid arid titrated with 0.01 normal iodine solution to 

blue endpoint using starch as indicator. 

EXPER IMENTAL RESUIJTS 

In Appendix V are given the results of all the runs 

made with the distillation apparatus as descrIbed, fol- 

lowed by notos and comments on each ruxi. 

The first few runs made wore merely trial and soy- 

eral of the runs following these wore incomplete in data 

because of the use of an Inaccurate thermometer in the 

feed line. The first run that was completely successful 

and could be used for comparison with theoretical calcu- 

lations was #9. Five distillations of the two component 

system were successful using various reflux ratios fol- 
lowed by foui' successful distillations of the three 

component system. An abstract of the results of those 
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runs that wore used as comparisorm 1 given in Table 4. 

With the exception of' runs 3 and 5 all distillations 

were carried out with an attempt to keep all variables 

near the values of' the theoretical calculations and con- 

etant from one run to the next. 

The feed ratos were held between 100 and 125 cc/mm 

and no change was made in the heat input to the re- 

boiler. It was found that unless this heat input was 

loft constant at maximum there was danger of' a sudden 

break in the distillation which would ruin the run. A 

convenient method to express the rates of flow for com- 

parison was by the ratio of feed rate to overhead rate. 

A1thoug the heat input to the reboiler was constant, 

these ratios show considerable variation as shown in 

Table 4. 

The determination of the equivalent reflux ratio was 

mad e by the formula: 

R cc).(F).(TtTr) 

D 

Where: R = Reflux ratio 

F = Feed rato - co/min 

Tt = Temperature of top of colwnn - 

= Temperature of feed - F 

D Overhead rate - co/min 

C Constant - 0.00263 for two component 
system 
0.0028? for three component 
system 
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TABLE 4 

SÏTMMAhY OF FFSULTS OF EXPERIVTNT4L 
DI STILLATI ONS 

2 Component System 

Run Feed Fìte CS2 In CSr. Feflux 

Aa! cc/mm Eatlo F/0 Feed Striped Fiatlo 

9 119 9.4 0.150 92.1 0.67 

10 118 12.0 0.153 94.9 0.73 

11 112 9.4 0.149 92.4 0.36 

12 125 1.0 0.147 92.6 0.47 

13 124 8.6 0.141 89.3 0.02 

3 Component S.ystem 

Fun % cs. in CS Feflux 
No. Feed Rate Rntlo FLO Fed_ Str1ped Ratio 

14 100 14.3 0.161 92.6 1.23 

15 110 11.4 0.144 90.0 0.39 

16 114 11.4 0.150 90.7 0.56 

1'7 100 12.0 0.150 91.4 0.96 
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The derivation of this equation 1$ given in Appendix VI. 

The dti11ations were made with the vacuum $ytem 

running ful]. and only elight variations in its value were 

experienced. However, the three component system ran 

about one inch mercury less vacuum than the two component 

system. 

On most runs overall material balances wore made and 

each one checked closely on total input and output. On 

the result sheet these checks are noted by an OK. No 

balance of 032 In the system was possible as there was 

always some lost from the dIstillato as vapors. There- 

foro, there was no need to run a 032 determInation on the 

distillato as this could easily be calculated. 

Run #13 was an attempt to operato at zero reflux 

ratio. However, it was not quite possible to get the 

feed temperature up to the top temperature of the coluini 

and a slight reflux ratio resulted. Even with this small 

ratio the CS2 removec was 

With the exception of Run 9, all distillations show 

the decrease In 032 removal with decrease in reflux ratio 

which is In accordance with theory. 

Run #3 was made solely for the purpose of checking 

the material balance of the system before the actual dis- 

tillations were started. Run #5 was made In an attempt 

to limit the overhead product flow as much as possible. 



As noted, oven with four timos the normal feed-overhead 

ratio 85% stripping was accomplished. At timos other 

runs wero started but not completed because of oper- 

ating difficulties. Such runs were not recorded on the 

result sheet. 
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COMPARISON OF EXPER IMEN TAL RESULT S 
WITH CALCiTLAT IONS 

Run #12 of the 2 component $73 tern and Run #16 of 

the 3 component aystem moat cloaely approach the oper- 

ating conditions used in the theoretical calculations. 

Table 5 shows this comparison. 

TABLE 5 

COMPAR ISON OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
WITH CALCULATIONS 

2 Component 3 Component 
Calo. Exp. Calo. ip. 

CS2 content of feed moi % 0.150 0.147 0.150 0.150 

Vacuum - inches of Hg 28.0 28.6 28.0 27.4 

Reflux Ratio 0.50 0,47 0.50 0.56 

Ratio - eec/Distillate 21.4 16.0 15.2 11.4 

rpop Temp. - °F 131.5 125.5 110 122 

Bottom Temp. 0F 132.5 132 117 145 

% CS2 removed 95.0 92.6 95.0 90.7 

The above table clearly indicates that the co1uri 

did not act as 6 theoretical plates as deaiiod for 082 

reiioval did not reach 95 in either case, although the 

actual operating conditions approached those used ïn the 

calculations. A study of Table 4 shows that to reach the 

desired 95% strippinp. it was necessary to increase the 

reflux ratio to 0.73 in the 2 component system while with 
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the 5 component system it was not possible to reach 95% 

stripping with the hihost reflux ratio experimentally 

used. 

Calculations show that approximately the saine size 

of colurrai is necessary to accomplish the desired separa- 

tion in either of the systems. However, as actually ex- 

perienced the separation was less efficient to quite a 

degree with the 3 component system than with the 2 corn- 

ponent system. Calculations show only a alight trend in 

this direction (indicate that theoretical plates for the 

3 component syàten might be 6+ while for the 2 component 

system 6 even), but certainly not enough to explain this 

difference. Apparently the differenco in operatin; vari- 

ables betwoon the two systems was enough to cause the 

colum to act differently as a ditfllation unit, 

The deviation of top temperatures of the colwm from 

calculated values is mainly due to the difference of the 

actual operating vacuum frein the 28 inches of mercury 

valuo. The larger temperature differences from the top 

of the column to the bottom ifl the experimental work than 

calculated are due to the fact that the xylone dICI not act 

as a single compound but as a mixturo as shown by its 

diitiilation curvo, Figure 2. 

With the experimental apparatus as set up it was not 

possible to obtain heat balance data for comparison with 
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that calculated. 



CON CLUS IONS 

The experimental data obtained compared with the 

theoretIcal ca1cu1at1on8 clo$ely enough to prove either 

distillation stem studied operable for the $tripping 

of CS2 from absorption oil. 

The method of stripping a proposed by Schwarz (the 

3 component system) would undoubtedly operate with less 

heat requirement than the simple 2 component system, but 

experimental results indicate it might actually require 

a larger stripping colwnn. 

If the operation on a commercial scale would be sim- 

llar to that now used by Gaseo, in that the overhead 

product of the stripping still would be combined with the 

li.:ht oil fraction from a bonzerie stripper and further 

refined, then loss of absorptIon oil in this system would 

not be important as it would later be recovered. It 

would then be possible to operate with the stripping 

section only of a distillation column and supply the re- 

flux cooling by the method used in this study. 

Before this system could be proved economically 

practical it would have to be compared with other systems 

of stripping possible, such as steam stripping, stripping 

with other condensable vapors, and stripping with non- 

condensable gases. 
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APPENDIX 

ABSOhBER DESIGN CALCULATIONS TO DETEFiINE 
CS2 CONCFNT1TION IN ABSORPTION OIL 

Design Data: 

CS2 to be absorb'd from gas et 70°F and one atmos- 
phere presure. 

Gas to contain 100 grains of CS per loo steridard 
cubic ftet of gas. 2 

CS2 content of scrubbd gas to be 5 gr./CCF 

Oil usd for aborption to be xlene, molecular 
weight 106, sp. gr. 0.86. 

Equilibrium constant : 0.374 (See Appendix II). 

Lean ebsorption oil to contain only 5 of CS2 
present in rich absorption oil. 

Design of this system by the British (4) uses 
slope of operating line 1.3 tims slope of 
equilibrium line. 

Calculations 

y1 (loo)(3591(53o) = 0.000725 
7000) 7l) 100) 492) 

Y2 = (O.o5)(O,000725) : O,OOOO6 

L/G - (O.374)(1.3) 0.486 

Graphicel solution as given by Sherwood (8, p.82-8) 
gave the following data: 

Xl : 0.001500 

X2 : 0.000075 

Theoretical Plates required : 12 
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The system as designed seemed reasonable and, 
therefore, the values of X1 and X2 as found 
t'ere used as basis for the stripping system 
studied. 

NOMENCLATUFE 

- concentration of CS2 in rich gas - mols/mol 

- concentratior o' CS2 in lean gas - mols/mol 

X1 - concentration of CS2 in rich oil - mols/mol 

X2 - concentration of CS2 in lean oil - mols/mol 

L/G - slope of operating line - ratio of mols of 
liquid to mols of ges 
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A1:j)iX II 

COMPARISON OF FXPFRIMENflL FQ1JILIPIUM 
CONSPANTS FOR CS2 WITH RAOIJLT'S LAW 

Fron data g Iven by the Arnr1can Ga A ssoclatlon (2) 
the distribution coefTicient, K', expre8sed as x/y 
here x and y re concentrations of CS2 In terms of' 

pounds por cubic foot of liquid and gas, repct1ve1y, 
at 73.5uF and one atmosphere presure for CS In 
keroiIne and hydrocarbon gas is 263. 

Assume k' rosine of sp. gz. 0.81, molecular weight 190 

Expressing this equilibrium constant as K y/x In 
concentration ter of nio1/mo1: 

K : (359)(535)(62.4)(0.81) : 0.395 
(263) (492) (190) 

Assuming Iaou1t's Law nnd using vapor pressure data 
as given in Appendix IV at thIs Temperature and pressure: 

Kr partial pres9ure of CS 
total preure 

: 345/760 0.454 

UiInp. the above m .. thod of calculation, cornpar1on of the 
equilibrium constants given by the British (4) wIth 
Baoult'8 Law: 

Temp. 0F K' K ____ 

60 335 0.301 0.325 

70 275 0.374 0.407 

80 227 0.461 0.503 

90 191 0.558 0.618 



APPFNDIX III 

THEORETIC\L CALCULATIONS OF STRIPPING 
SYSTEM 

TWO C0MPON}NT SYSTEM 

ASSUMPTIONS 

Op'ration at 28" Hg vacuum 

Reflux Ratio : 0.5 

Overhead vapor to leave in 

Feed enters as saturated i 

Feed composition 0.15 
99.85 

= 49 mm H abs. press. 

equilibrium with feed 

Lquid 

mol CSr 
moi xyíene 

Bottoms to contain 0.0075 mol CS2 

CALCULATION OF DISTILLATE COMPOSITION 

At 131.5°F 

Comp. X P 

CS. 0.0015 1022 
C810 0.998 47.5 

Disti11st' composition .O6 
96 94 

xP Y 

1.5 0.0306 
47.4 0.9694 
48.9 1.0000 

moi % cs 
mol xyene 

CALCULATION OF NUMBER OF THEORETICAL PLATES 

Basis: 100 mois feed 

CS2 balance: 0.15 = O.0306D+O.000075w 

w = 100-D 

D 4.67 mols 



W a 9533 

Ief1ux ratio, O/D 0.5 

: (o.5)(4.67) 2.34 

D = 2.341-4.67 7.01 

Vm : V 

0m = O+F 2.34+100 102.34 

Operating line for CS2 

(o)(xi) - W X 

a l4s6Xm+i - 0.00102 

Plate-by-plate calculations starting at bottom 

et 132.7°F 

Comp P X? Y,,1 

CS 0.000075 1040 0.079 0.0016 0.00018 
0.999925 49.0 49.0 0.9984 0.99982 

49.1 1.00 1.00 

continuing up the colunn to the 6th plate 

at 131.7°F 

Comp. X. L XP Y5 

CS 0.00105 1023 1.085 0.0221 0.00158 
C8].O 0.99895 48.0 47.95 0.9779 0.99842 

9.0 Loo i.00 

The CS9 concentration of the 6th plate agrees closely 
with the feed concentr9tion, therefore, a column of 
6 theoretical plates can be assumed necessary to accomplish 
the desired separation. 



THREE COMPONENT SYSTEM 

ASSIJWPTI ONS 

4C 

Operation conditions same as in two componnt system 
except for feed composition 

Feed composition 0.15 mol CS2 
9.30 mol benzene 
90.55 mol xylen 

C.LCULATION OF DISTILLATE COMPOSITION 

At lil.50F1 

Comp. X P y 

CS 0.0015 710 1.063 0.0217 
cft6 0.0930 218 20.27 0.4143 

0.9055 30.5 27.6 0.5640 
48.9 55?5 

Distillate composition 2.17 mol CS2 
41.43 moi benzene 
56.40 mol xylene 

CLCTÏL4TION 0F NTJMEF1 rj THEORETICAL PLATFS 

Basis: 100 mols feed 

B CS2 balance - D 6.58 mols 

W 93.42 mols 

By benzerie ba1erce - bottoms comp'ition - 

0.0075 moi 
7.0500 mol bezne 

92.9425 moi xylene 

o/D : 0.5 

: 3.29 vn 9.7 Vm Vn 

2 103.29 
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Opiratin line for CS2 

lO48Xm+i 0.00071 

Operating line for C6H6 

Ym = lO.4BXm+1 - 0.667 

Plate-by-plate cicu1ation starting at bottom 

at 117°F 

Comp. L.. !_ L EL.. 

CS 0.000075 790 00.06 0.0012 0.00018 
C6 0.070550 245 17.27 0.3495 0.0969 
C8H10 0.99 34 32.05 0.6492 0.9030 

49.4 1.0000 1.0000 

continuing up the column to the 6th plate 

at 1090F 

Comp. P XP 

CS 0.00107 675 0.727 0.015 0.0015 
0.1072 207 22.2 0.457 0.1072 

C8H10 0.8917 28 25.7 0.528 0.8913 
48.6 1.00 1.00 

The CS9 concentration of the 6th p1te agrees clocly 
with tie feed composition, therfore, a column of 
6 theoretical plates can be assumed necessary to accomplish 
the desired separation. 



SWMARY OF HFAT RQUIHE'E1T3 

Basis: loo mols feed - reference temperature of 70°F 

Two component system: 

Hrst content of overhead 134,000 Btu 

Heat content of bottoms 258,500 Btu 

Total 392,500 Btu 

Three component system: 

Heat content of overhead 164,100 Btu 

Heat content of bottoms 18500 Btu 

Total 350,600 Btu 

Phy1cal data obtained from values 1vn in Appendix IV 

N0MENCL'TURE 

iT) : volume of distillate, mols 

F : volume of feed, mols 

o : volume of overflow down the column, mols 

p : vapor pressure, n Hg 

V volume of vepor psssin up the column, mols 

W volume of bttoms product, mols 

X concentration of solute in liquId, mols/mol 

Y : concentration of solute in vapor, mols/mol 

Subscripts: n refers to any piste above the feed plate 
m refers to any plate below the feed plate 
w, 1, 5, & refer to particular niates 



APPFNDIX IV 

PHYSICAL DATA 

VAPOR PRESSURE DATA 

FIgure 7 gives the vapor preure carves of carbon 

disulfide, ben7ene, and xylenA. The curve for 

xylene Is the numerical everage of' the values for 

ortho-, mcta-, arid para-xylene. 

SPECIFIC HEATS 

Component 70°F 

CS2 0.235 

C6H6 0.405 

C8H10(nilxture) 0.395 

LATENT HEATS 0F VAPORIZATION 

Component Tb - OF 

CS2 115 

C6H6 17e 

CH10(mlxture 
) 282 

Cp _ Btu/#/°F 

110°F 130°F 

(.235 O.:35 

0.425 0.440 

0.410 0.420 

i__- C 

84 09 

94.17 

81.71 

The above deta wes taken from Chemical Engineers' and 
Chemistry ìnd Physics handbooks. 
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AtWDIX V 

1PRIEI1TAL SULTS 

{un 

N!. D*te 

støs 
o/iin 

Z..d OThd 
itio 
jo 

vs. 
'nç 

Tisp.ratur.s 
°? 

ttc tj ?e 

OS2 
io1 % 

F.ed 3ott 
% O$ 
Strip ¡*tto B*1 

2 caponent ytm 

i b».l 133 flO 12.4 28.3 152 123 0.150 0.0042 J7U4 - 

2 6.'5 117 9.3 12.2 28.5 130 .21 = 0.162 0.0070 96.7 - 
s 5-7 86 12,0 - - 

4 6s.8 tOO ,8 U.1 2a.0 126 21V - 0.143 0.0090 93.8 - 

s 5-12 197 4.B 40.? 28.4 129 tU - 0.088 0.0130 8.O - - 
C) 5-13 - - 28,8 129 116 - 0.149 0.0141 90.7 - 

7 5-15 118 10.0 Ii.3 2a.8 128 fl9 - - - - OK 

B 5'.2O 103 12.5 8. 28.8 128 120 4 O.i 0.0190 86.4 0.67 

9 5-20 119 12.7 9.4 28.7 129 121. 94 0.150 OO1Z) 924 O.E? OK 

lo 8.'26 11.ß 8 12.0 28.2 132 124 101 0.163 0.0080 94,9 0.73 

n 5-26 112 12.0 9.4 28.2 1Z 126 111 0.149 0.0125 92.4 O.M - 
12 5-2e 125 9,G 13,0 28.6 132 .126 107 0.147 0.0110 92,e 0.47 
1; 5-30 123.5 14.3 8.7 284 l4 150 129 .l4l O.015Z &9. 0.02 - 

3 éornnt sy.t. 

14 63 100 7.0 l4.Z 27.4 144 8 O.1l 0,0125 92,6 1.23 0K 
15 8-4 110 9,7 11.4 Z1.4 144 122 110 0,144 0.0140 90,0 O.3 - 

16 6.4 114 20.0 11.4 27.4 145 122 205 0.150 0.0140 90.'F 0.56 0K 
17 8-6 100 8.3 12.0 27,6 144 12() 92 0.1i0 O.OIZ1 91,4 0.96 
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Run No. Rernark 

1. No feed temperturo arid thus no rf1ux 
rrtio obtahied. Accuracî of CS2 deter- 
minatiori doubtfull. 

2. Saìie as i 

3. Th1 run a made a i check on the 
mat'ria1 baince of the sytern only 

4. Ari Inaccurate thermometer gave erroneous 
feed temperature readings from this rur. 

on until #8. 

5. An experiment at high feed rìt..e and high 
rat10 F/O. S .. till no accurate or constant 
overhead rate. 

6. Error in feed and overhead rete deter- 
minations. Trouble in keeping retes 
constant. 

7. Dicovry of the inaccurate thermometer 
in feed line. 

B. First rún vyith complete cinta. Believed 
bottoms samnie conta!1irteci thus shoving 
high CS2 content. 

9. Good run. SlIght varlatthn In feed rete. 

10. Good run. 

11. Good run. 

12. Good run. Best approech to theoretical 
calculations conditions. 

13. Attempt to operate with feed at sat'iratlon 
and thus zero reflux ratio. 

14. Good run.. 3trt of 3 comionent system 
distillations 

15. Feed rete not very constant 

1.. Good run. 

17. God run. 
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APPFNDIX VI 

REFLUX CALCTTLA.TIONS 

Coolinc i:ffect of feed entering less than saturated: 

H1 (F)(S)(Cp)(Tt-Tf) 
1.8 - 

H1 cooling effect, cal/mm 

F = feed rate, cc/mm 

S specific gravity of feed 

specific heat, cal/gm/°C, 0.4]. 

Tt temperature of top of' column OF 

T1 temperature of feed - OF 

0.228 F S (Tt_T1) 

Convrsion of H1 into equivalent cc/mm of overhead 
assuming same coolin;. effect by vaporizing overheed 
material. 

H o 
s H 

(L.3ifs) 

H0 : 1quivalent reflux of overheed, co/min 

Lv Heat of vapori'ation cf overheed, 
cal/gm, 86.6 for 2 component sys. 

= 79.3 for component sys. 

S Specific gravity of disti].lte 
(assume same as fecd 

Feflux iatio, F D overhep.d rate 
D cc/mm 

Substituting: F = 0.00263 F (TT) for 2 component 
D system 

- 0.00287 F (T-T for 3 component 
D system 


